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Abstract. In high-mass matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spec-
trometry (MALDI-MS), the accessible m/z range is limited by the detector used.
Therefore, special high-mass detectors based on ion conversion dynodes (ICDs)
have been developed. Recently, we have found that mass bias may exist when
such ICD detectors are used [Weidmann et al., Anal. Chem. 85(6), 3425–3432
(2013)]. In this contribution, the mass-dependent response of an ICD detector
was systematically studied, the response factors for proteins with molecular
weights from 35.9 to 129.9 kDa were determined, and the reasons for mass bias
were identified. Compared with commonly employed microchannel plate
detectors, we found that the mass discrimination is less pronounced,
although ions with higher masses are weakly favored when using an ICD detector. The relative
response was found to depend on the laser power used for MALDI; low-mass ions are discriminated
against with higher laser power. The effect of mutual ion suppression in dependence of the proteins
used and their molar ratio is shown. Mixtures consisting of protein oligomers that only differ in mass
show less mass discrimination than mixtures consisting of different proteins with similar masses.
Furthermore, mass discrimination increases for molar ratios far from 1. Finally, we present clear
guidelines that help to choose the experimental parameters such that the response measured matches
the actual molar fraction as closely as possible.
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Introduction
Analysis of complex sample mixtures is one of the mostdifficult tasks in analytical science, since usually not all
constituents of the mixture are equally well detected. Matrix-
assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry
(MALDI-MS) proved to be a fast and sensitive technique
for analysis of mixtures consisting of proteins [1] or
synthetic polymers [2] already in the early days after its
invention. When analyzing such complex mixtures, it is
important to keep the analytes intact, thus soft ionization
techniques must be applied. An alternative method that is
often applied is electrospray ionization (ESI). MALDI has,
however, a major advantage over ESI for the analysis of
mixtures, which is the production of predominantly singly
charged ions. This greatly facilitates the interpretation of
spectra, since only few overlapping signals are generated.
Furthermore, the measured mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) give
direct information on the masses of all analytes contained in
a mixture.
MALDI-MS has become a routine tool for analysis of
complex synthetic polymer samples. Polymers are almost
never synthesized with a well-defined length and polymeriza-
tion degree, but normally show an oligomer distribution, thus
yielding complex mixtures. With MALDI-MS it is possible to
determine, for example, molecular weight distributions and
structural features such as end groups [3, 4].
When characterizing synthetic polymers, it is crucial that the
masses and the degree of polymerization of the samples are
determined correctly. Studies of mass discrimination in
MALDI-MS were performed in the context of polymer
analysis, and considered a broad range of parameters [5–9].
However, it has been found that the mass distribution depends
to a great extent on the parameters chosen for sample
preparation, such as solvent or type and concentration of the
cationization agent and matrix used, and on parameters for
desorption/ionization (e.g., the laser power). Analysis of DNA
is another case where rather heterogeneous sample mixtures are
investigated using MALDI-MS and the sequence can beCorrespondence to: Renato Zenobi; e-mail: zenobi@org.chem.ethz.ch
determined [10–12]. However, it has been shown that in
MALDI-MS, certain constituents of such oligonucleotide
mixtures are discriminated against because of different factors
such as detector efficiency and ion suppression [13]. In an
extreme case, a sample can be suppressed completely, thus
render the sequence analysis challenging, if not impossible.
When investigating protein mixtures, it is not only
interesting to identify the constituents but also their interaction
with each other and other biomolecules. Unfortunately, in
MALDI these noncovalent interactions are easily disrupted.
Therefore, some techniques to preserve these interactions were
developed to allow the determination of the stoichiometric
composition of complexes [14, 15].
Furthermore, it has been shown in a recent publication
that the stabilization of noncovalent interactions using
chemical crosslinking also allows the determination of
dissociation constants (KD) of protein–ligand interactions
[16]. To measure the KD, the protein and the ligand are
incubated and cross-linked. After MALDI-MS analysis, the
ratio of non-cross-linked and cross-linked protein–ligand
complex is calculated and the KD determined. The precision
of KD determination by this method relies on the assumption
of an identical ion response over the complete m/z range.
Factors influencing the response are, for example, the
ionization process, the ion transmission of the instrument,
and the detection of ions [17].
Owing to the low charge states generated in MALDI, the
m/z ratio might become rather high. A precise determination of
the sample’s mass becomes difficult since no suitable,
commercially available calibrants exist. In a recent work by
our group, a new, modular calibrant has been presented [18].
These calibrants consist of several covalently linked copies of
the same protein and, therefore, the samples properties such as
the relative amino acid composition are identical. Obviously,
because of the different number of protein repeats, the samples
differ in mass. Evaluating this calibrant showed an unequal
response of the MALDI-MS used for equimolar mixtures of
calibrants. Such a mass-dependent response is called mass
discrimination [17, 19]. Similar discrimination effects were
observed in the past when complex mixtures consisting of
DNA [13], proteins [19], or polymers [6–9] were investigated.
As mentioned above, one of the possible reasons for mass
discrimination is a different detection efficiency of the ions. A
commonly used detector in time-of-flight (TOF) MS is the
microchannel plate (MCP) detector. This detector consists of
an array of tiny tubes in which the impinging ions are converted
into secondary electrons, which are further multiplied by an
electron cascade to amplify the signal [20]. Unfortunately,
MCPs suffer from a decreased sensitivity towards ions with
high mass, primarily due to the low ion-to-electron conversion
yield of ions with low velocities [21–23] and secondly due to
saturation of the microchannels upon impact of low-mass (e.g.,
matrix) ions [24]. The effects of this difference in sensitivity on
the obtained signal have been studied by Farmer and Caprioli
using cross-linked oligomeric protein complexes [19]. In this
study, the suppression was mainly attributed to the detector
used and correction factors to compensate for the reduced
detection efficiency were determined.
To overcome the problem of low detection efficiency of
high-mass samples, other detector technologies, for example,
cryogenic detectors [25, 26], mechanical nanomembrane
detectors [27], or ion conversion dynode (ICD) detectors
[28], were developed. To our knowledge, only ICD detectors
are currently commercially available.
ICD detectors rely on an ion-to-secondary ion conver-
sion. The yield of secondary ions created at the ICD
increases with the mass of the impinging ion, similarly to
secondary ion mass spectrometry [29, 30]. This leads to an
enhanced sensitivity towards high-mass ions. At this time, it
is unknown if measurements performed by ICD detectors
suffer from any kind of mass discrimination or if the results
reflect the sample composition correctly.
In order to investigate whether mass discrimination in high-
mass MALDI-MS exists and to identify the underlying reasons,
an experiment to determine the relative response of protein
samples was designed. Since the ionization efficiency in MALDI
depends to a great extent on the chemical properties of the sample,
molecules differing only in mass were chosen. The recently
published concatenated polyproteins based on maltodextrin-
binding protein (MBP) as subunit were chosen as the model
system [18]. These biomolecules consist of several covalently
linked copies of the same protein. Therefore, the ionization
properties are expected to be similar. The main difference
between the two species chosen here (MBP and MBP3) is the
mass of 43 and 130 kDa, respectively.
Not only mass can be of importance but also the nature of
the sample itself: in a very recent study by Chen et al., it was
documented that the two transmembrane subunits of a
heterotetrameric complex are much harder to detect using
high-mass MALDI-MS than the two soluble subunits [31]. To
study differences in sample properties, a designed ankyrin
repeat protein (DARPin) with a similar mass than MBP was
chosen, which has a different amino acid composition.While in
the MBP polyprotein units of 43 kDa are connected, DARPins
are modular proteins with much smaller units. Between an N-
terminal and a C-terminal capping repeat, several, here 8 or 10,
ankyrin repeats (AR) of 33 amino acids are inserted. In the
present work, all internal repeats have the same sequence [32].
DARPins can thus be used to create a finely graded ladder of
proteins with defined molecular weights (dependent on the
number of repeats). In this study, all internal repeats had the same
sequence, although this can be varied over a wide range [32–34].
The samples proposed here are better suited for deter-
mining response factors than the cross-linked protein
samples used by Farmer and Caprioli because they are (1)
recombinantly expressed in Escherichia coli and therefore
do not contain post-translational modifications, and (2) are
covalently linked, thus no cross-linking is necessary.
Moreover, the cross-linker used in the previous study was
glutaraldehyde, which leads to extensive peak broadening
[19]. Since later on the peak integrals were compared, this
peak broadening is a potential source of error.
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Up to now, analysis of complex protein mixtures with
MALDI-MS only allowed the detection and identification of
these proteins. No answer could be given on the amounts and
molar ratios of the proteins present. With the procedure
presented in this work, it is possible to identify factors that
lead to mass discrimination in high-mass MALDI-MS. Thus, it
becomes possible to set up experiments in a way that
minimizes mass discrimination. Once the relative response
for the mixture of interest is known, it becomes possible to take
care of the discrimination and eventually correct for it.
Therefore, information about the relative response of the
sample under investigation can improve, e.g., the mass




MBP and MBP3 were expressed and purified as described
before [18]. The DARPins used (N8C and N10C), constructed
analogously to the shorter ones described before [32] were
constructed and purified by Rastislav Tamaskovic, generously
provided by the Plückthun Lab (University of Zürich,
Switzerland) and used as received. Sinapinic acid (SA),
acetonitrile (ACN), and phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
tablets (pH 7.4) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Buchs,
Switzerland), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) from Acros Organics
(Geel, Belgium), and sodium chloride (NaCl) from J. T. Baker
(Deventer, The Netherlands). All chemicals were of the highest
purity available and were used without further purification.
Water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ∙cm was prepared using a
NANOpure Diamond water purification system (Barnstead
Int., Dubuque, IA, USA).
Sample Preparation
The concentrations of the samples were determined by
measuring the absorbance at 280 nm using an UV/Vis
spectrophotometer (GENESYS 10S UV-Vis; Thermo
Scientific, Madison, WI, USA). The extinction coefficients
(ε) were calculated based on the primary sequence of the
proteins using the ExPASy Proteomics tools (see Table 1).
Prior to analysis, the proteins were diluted with water and PBS
to the required concentrations in such a way that the buffer
concentration was kept constant. The total protein concentra-
tion was kept constant at 0.8 μM unless otherwise noted.
The matrix solution was prepared by dissolving SA at a
concentration of 10 mg/mL in ACN/water/TFA (49.5:49.5:1;
vol:vol:vol). Matrix and sample were prepared in a 1:1 ratio
(vol:vol) and thoroughly mixed. Per spot, 0.5 μL aliquots of
this mixture were spotted onto a stainless steel MALDI plate
and allowed to crystallize under ambient conditions.
Mass Spectrometry
The experiments were performed on a commercial MALDI-
MS instrument (MALDI TOF/TOF 4800 Plus; AB SCIEX,
Darmstadt, Germany) equipped with a high-mass ICD-detector
(HM2tuvo; CovalX, Zürich, Switzerland). The MS was
operated in linear mode with an effective flight path of 1.7 m.
The laser used for desorption/ionization is a frequency-tripled
Nd:YAG laser (355 nm), and the laser power was chosen to be
just above the threshold for ion formation unless otherwise
declared; 250 laser shots were recorded automatically at
random spot positions and averaged to create a mass spectrum.
The spectra were recorded using the manufacturer’s software
(4000 Series Explorer V.3.5.3) and exported as ASCII files for
further processing.
Data Processing
The exported data were smoothed and baseline-corrected using
the provided Savitzky-Golay algorithm of Origin 8.6.0
(OriginLab Corp., Northampton, MA, USA). The signal
intensity and resolution (full width at half maximum
[FWHM] definition) for each peak were checked and the peak
integrals calculated.
To calculate the relative response factors (Rrel) in high-
mass MALDI-MS, equations used to determine the response
in ESI-MS were adapted to our needs [17, 35]. Here, we
show the calculations for the case of MBP3 and MBP. The
procedure for other samples is analogous.
In general, a response factor (R) is defined as the ratio of the
measured signal intensity (I) to the quantity (e.g., concentration)
measured:
IMBP ¼ MBP½ ⋅RMBP ð1aÞ
IMBP3 ¼ MBP3½ ⋅RMBP3 ð1bÞ
The relative response is calculated as the ratio of two
response factors. In this work, Rrel was always calculated as the
ratio of the response of the substance with the higher molecular
weight to the response of the substance with the lower
molecular weight.
Rrel ¼ RMBP3RMBP ð2Þ
Table 1. The Theoretical Molecular Weights (MW), Extinction Coeffi-
cients (ε), and Isoelectric Points (pI) of the Substances Under Investigation
were Calculated Using ExPASy Proteomics Tools. The Detection Limits
(LoD) Were Determined by Dilution of the Samples to a Concentration
where the Measured Signal-to-Noise Ratio was Still Above 3:1
Name MW (kDa) ε (M−1 cm–1) pI LoD (fmol)
MBP 43.2 66350 5.48 25
MBP3 129.9 200540 5.13 13
N8C 35.9 11920 5.49 25
N10C 42.9 14900 5.48 25
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Evaluation of the mass spectra measured allowed the
calculation of the observed response factor (Robs), which is
the ratio of the observed peak ratio.
Robs ¼ IMBP3IMBP ð3Þ
To take the molar ratio of the samples into account, the
Equations 1a and 1b are inserted into Equation 2, thus
allowing the determination of Rrel based on the peak ratios
observed.
Rrel ¼ IMBP3IMBP ⋅
MBP½ 
MBP3½  ð4Þ
In Equations 3 and 4, IMBP and IMBP3 are the sums of all
peak integrals that contained MBP or MBP3, respectively. In
the case of MBP, a nonspecific dimer, (MBP∙MBP)+, is
detected, the intensity of which needs to be taken into account
twice. The same holds true for the nonspecific (MBP∙MBP3)+
cluster, which contributes to both IMBP and IMBP3.
IMBP ¼ IMBP2þ þ IMBPþ þ 2⋅I MBP⋅MBPð Þþ þ I MBP⋅MBP3ð Þþ ð4aÞ
IMBP3 ¼ IMBP2þ3 þ IMBPþ3 þ I MBP⋅MBP3ð Þþ ð4bÞ
Following from the equations above, Rrel must be 1 if
mass discrimination is absent. Rrel91 means that the signals
of the heavier ions, here MBP3, are more prominent than the
ones from the lighter ones, here MBP. Analogously, RrelG1
indicates that the heavier ion is discriminated against.
Results and Discussion
Before the Rrel can be determined, it is important to investigate
if the signals of the different species can be clearly distin-
guished or if some of the signals overlap because of similarm/z
ratios. As can be seen in Figure 1a and b, the MBP and MBP3
samples used were very pure. The measurement conditions
were optimized such that only few multiply charged ions and
few nonspecific clusters are detected. In the case of MBP
(Figure 1a), doubly charged ions and a small signal of
nonspecific (MBP∙MBP)+ clusters is detected. For MBP3,
(Figure 1b) no aggregation was found at all, but a negligible
amount (G1.5 %) of MBP3
3+, which overlaps with MBP+. This
was neglected in the analysis. Mixing both species in an
equimolar ratio allowed measuring spectra such as the one
shown in Figure 1c. All signals could be clearly assigned to the
corresponding species, including a small signal of nonspecific
(MBP∙MBP3)+ clusters.
Since one of the most fundamental parameters in MALDI is
laser pulse energy, the relative response factor as a function of
the laser power was determined (Figure 2). The laser power
Figure 1. The spectra of MBP and MBP3 are shown in
subfigures (a) and (b), respectively. As can be seen, only very
little nonspecific aggregates and multiply charged ions are
formed. Therefore, when measuring equimolar mixtures (c),
no superposition of signals is observed and the individual
peaks can be clearly assigned. To determine the relative
response, the signal integrals were compared
Figure 2. The influence of the laser power on the response
factor is investigated by measuring several spots of an
equimolar mixture of MBP3 and MBP at different laser intensi-
ties. The relative response of each measurement is calculated
and plotted as well as the mean and the error, calculated
using t-distribution (95 % CI) of each measurement series
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range covered started with the ion formation threshold
(in this case 4700 arbitrary units) and was increased in steps of
100 a.u. If no bias in ion transmission and detection is present,
Rrel would be 1, as defined in Equation 2. However, the
observed trend shows a clear tendency towards increased signal
intensities of the heavier ion with increasing laser power. This
is most probably because with higher laser power, the
desorption step of the MALDI-process is facilitated for
analytes with high masses [36, 37]. Once the analytes are
ablated, the heavier ones might be easier to ionize since they
possess a higher surface area, but otherwise the same sample
properties as the analytes with lower masses. This correlation
has been observed in previous work, [5, 19, 38, 39] but has, to
our knowledge, never been studied systematically.
Therefore, to ensure that the response observed in the
mass spectra represents the composition of the sample as
closely as possible, it is important to perform MALDI near
the ion formation threshold, where all constituents of the
sample are ionized. The influence of laser power on the
result of mass spectrometric measurements has already been
investigated (i.e., in terms or resolution [40] and signal
intensity [36, 41]). For all the factors mentioned before, the
optimal laser power condition was found to be slightly
above the ion formation threshold. Therefore, when a typical
MALDI-MS experiment is performed and the laser power is
chosen accordingly, the measured protein ratio reflects the
true ratio as closely as possible.
To investigate if mass discrimination is influenced by the
stoichiometry of the analytes, the molar ratio ofMBP3 andMBP
was varied from 1:10 to 10:1; the total protein concentration was
kept constant. The relative response factor as a function of the
composition of the sample is depicted in Figure 3. If mass
discrimination is absent, Rrel must be 1 since it is corrected for
the protein concentrations used (see Equation 2). Rrel91 means
that the MBP3 signals are more prominent than the ones from
MBP; RrelG1 corresponds to a suppression of MBP3 by MBP.
Rrel for an equimolar ratio was found to be 1.22, but upon
changing the ratio of the two proteins we found that the species
in molar excess always suppressed the less abundant one in a
nonlinear fashion. We observed an Rrel of 5.27 for a ten-fold
excess ofMBP3, the ratio of the observed signals (Robs) is 952:1.
To understand if this suppression effect is mainly dependent
on the sample’s mass or on the properties of the sample itself as
well, a similar experiment using different modular proteins was
performed. To account for the nature of the sample, mixtures of
the DARPin N8C and MBP were measured. As shown in
Table 1, the molecular weights of the two proteins differ by
only 7.3 kDa. The isoelectric point (pI) and the limit of
detection (LoD) are similar as well. The samples could easily
be detected as individual peaks (Figure 4c) and Rrel was
calculated (see Figure 4a). As in the previous experiment, the
more concentrated species suppressed the other one, although
the effect was much more prominent when two different
species were compared: for a 10-fold molar excess of MBP
over N8C, Rrel was determined as 42.15. When the ratio
MBP:N8C was 1:10, Rrel was 0.08, which is quite comparable
to the value of 0.09 in case of MBP3:MBP (1:10). However,
when an equimolar mixture was investigated, the Rrel was also
quite close to unity (0.89) but, in contrast to the previous
experiment, the analyte with the lower mass (N8C) yielded a
higher response, thus indicating that N8C is easier to ionize
than MBP.
To verify that this DARPin is easier to ionize than MBP
(due to the sample’s properties rather than due to the slight
mass difference) MBP was exchanged by N10C, a DARPin
with a molecular weight of 42.9 kDa. Using a mixture of N10C
and N8C, it was possible to prove that the observed effect is
due to the different ionization efficiencies. Determination of
Rrel of various N10C/N8C mixtures showed a very similar
trend (Figure 4b) as in the case of MBP3/MBP: when the two
samples are similar in terms of their structure and composition,
the suppression of the less concentrated species by the higher
one is much less pronounced, but still visible. The two extreme
scenarios when DARPins are used (1:10 and 10:1) result in Rrel
of 8.05 and 0.18, respectively. The equimolar mixture of
N10C/N8C also gave a similar result as MBP3/MBP: 1.12
compared with 1.22, respectively; here again, a slight
preference for the heavier analyte is evident, although much
less pronounced. The smaller effect can be explained by the
smaller mass difference (7 kDa compared with 86.7 kDa).
When only the equimolar mixtures within the same sample
family were investigated, the suppression observed cannot
originate from an excess of one species. Nevertheless, an Rrel≠1
is observed (see Table 2).
Summarizing the above results leads to the conclusion that
the ionization probability does not correlate to the number of
basic residues (pI) or the sensitivity of the instrument to the
sample (LoD). Probably the solvent accessible surface in-
fluences the ability of the protein to carry a charge and therefore
the Rrel. This has been reported previously by Kaltashov and
Mohimen for protein samples analyzed by ESI, where the
Figure 3. The ratio of MBP3 and MBP shows dramatic
effects on the relative response factor. The more abundant
species suppresses the less abundant one in a non-linear
fashion. The error bars reflect absolute errors; therefore, they
are more prominent for higher Rrel. If mass discrimination
were absent, Rrel would be 1 (dashed line), RrelG1 (hatched
segment) means that MBP3, and Rrel91 that MBP is
discriminated against, respectively
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charge-state distribution of the sample, when sprayed under
native conditions, was found to be independent on the number
of acidic or basic residues but correlated with the accessible
surface of the protein [42]. The samples investigated in this
work have different shapes: MBP is a globular protein [43],
whereas DARPins are more rod-like [33, 34]. In recent work, a
DARPin with high affinity towards MBP has been developed
and a crystal structure has been solved [44]. Here, a direct
visual comparison between MBP and a DARPin (however, not
the one measured in this work) is possible. Following the
argumentation of Kaltashov and Mohimen [42], it is clear that
the samples with a higher surface, MBP3 and N10C, are ionized
better than MBP and N8C, respectively. This slight preference
might be overruled by the higher ionization probability of the
Figure 4. To investigate the influence of the sample on the relative response, MPB3 was substituted with a DARPin (N8C) of
similar mass as MBP (a). Here, also the more abundant species suppresses the other species but the effect is about a factor of
10 more prominent. This is most probably due to different ionization properties of the two compounds. In contrast, mixtures of
N10C and N8C showed a suppression behavior very similar to MBP3 and MBP (b). In (c) and (d), two mass spectra of different
MBP/N8C mixtures are shown. The distinction between MBP (○) and N8C (■) is easily possible although the difference in
molecular weights is only 4.1 kDa. The strong suppression of N8C by a 5-fold excess of MBP is demonstrated in (d)
Table 2. Summary of the Observed Response Factors (Robs), the Relative Response Factors (Rrel), Which are Corrected for the Concentration Ratio, and the
Corresponding Errors, Calculated Using t-distribution (95 % CI)*
Molar Ratio MBP3/MBP MBP/N8C N10C/N8C
Robs Rrel Robs Rrel Robs Rrel
10:1 53±5 5.27±0.48 422±115 42.15±11.51 80±7 8.05±0.94
5:1 22±2 4.43±0.42 110±47 22.0±9.44 28±1 5.61±0.24
3:1 8.4±0.6 2.80±0.20 21±2 7.07±0.70 8.3±0.6 2.75±0.18
1:1 1.22±0.07 1.22±0.07 0.89±0.06 0.89±0.06 1.12±0.02 1.12±0.02
1:3 0.09±0.01 0.28±0.03 0.09±0.01 0.26±0.03 0.18±0.01 0.54±0.03
1:5 0.029±0.005 0.15±0.02 0.023±0.003 0.11±0.01 0.040±0.002 0.21±0.01
1:10 0.008±0.003 0.09±0.03 0.008±0.002 0.08±0.02 0.009±0.002 0.18±0.02
*All values are calculated from more than 90 different measurements. The total protein concentration of 0.8 μM was kept constant, but the molar ratio was
varied. In general, it can be seen that the more prominent species suppresses the less prominent one. If different samples, such as an MBP polyprotein and a
DARPin, are mixed, the different ionization properties show a more pronounced effect on Rrel as when proteins of the same class are compared.
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DARPins compared with the MBP samples, thus an RrelG1 was
found for the DARPin/MBP sample. Similarly to ESI, in
MALDI ionization efficiencies of the samples might not be
correlated to the number of basic residues.
Previous studies showed that DARPins are highly stable
even when treated with heat [33] or denaturants [45]. MBP, on
the other hand, forms a molten globule at low pH [46]. Even if
the proteins are not in a native conformation anymore after
MALDI-MS sample preparation, they should still maintain an
overall rod-like or a globular shape, respectively.
Much more important for a good overall ion yield is the
co-crystallization of the sample and the matrix molecules. It
has been observed by Mädler et al. that even in negative mode
MALDI-MS using an acidic matrix (SA) and adding TFA,
good quality spectra from basic proteins could be obtained
[47]. Different proteins do not co-crystallize equally well with
the matrix used. Protein mixtures with different molar ratios of
proteins might, therefore, crystallize inhomogeneously, and
differences in the ionization efficiency of the samples are
expected.
However, another reason for mass discrimination probably
lies in the nature of the detector used. The HM2tuvo is based on
ion-to-secondary ion conversion [28]. To the first and the
second dynode, high voltages (typically –20 kV and –2.5 kV,
respectively) are applied. Ions impinging on the first dynode
sputter secondary ions that are accelerated between the two
dynodes by the applied potential difference. Only on the
second dynode, electrons are generated, multiplied, and
detected. The yield of secondary ions depends on the mass of
the impinging ion. This phenomenon is known from secondary
ion mass spectrometry, where the use of heavy ion clusters
instead of light single-primary ions increases the secondary ion
yield after impact [29, 30]. Similarly, with ICDs, high-mass
ions create more secondary ions and, subsequently, more
electrons. The signal of heavy molecules detected in mass
spectrometry might thus be overestimated systematically when
using ICD-based detectors. Depending on the ionization
probability of the samples investigated, this preference due to
the detector efficiency might be overruled by a preference in
ion formation. However, compared with the results of Farmer
and Caprioli, who used an MCP [19], our results show a much
reduced mass discrimination effect. In their studies, they found
that a correction factor of 4.4 that was necessary to compensate
for mass discrimination of a peak atm/z=150,000 Th relative to
one at 50,000 Th. To calculate a correction factor, one can
simply calculate 1/Rrel. For the setup used here and an
equimolar mixture of MBP3 and MBP, Rrel was measured as
1.22; thus, the correction factor would be 0.82 for peaks
measured at m/z=130,000 Th (MBP3) and 43,000 Th (MBP),
respectively. They also found that the peak area ratio did not
change with laser power. Probably, when using an MCP
detector, the reduced sensitivity for higher masses and the
enhanced ion production of low-mass ions cancel out. The use
of an ICD-based detector results in a clear preference for higher
masses at higher laser power. Whether this phenomenon is
linear or whether a region of highest sensitivity exists, will need
further investigation in the future. A better understanding of the
processes happening in the ICD is crucial for using high-mass
MALDI-MS to monitor the composition of complex samples
with high precision.
As shown above, the relative response strongly depends on
different parameters such as the laser power chosen, sample
composition and the properties of the sample constituents. As
opposed to the laser power, the sample composition and the
sample constituents can usually not be freely chosen. As long
as the composition is approximately equimolar, the relative
response factor will be close to unity. Unfortunately, the more
the composition deviates from an equimolar ratio, the stronger
the discrimination effect. In an extreme case, it can lead to
complete suppression of one of the compounds.
The results found here are of importance for any application
of high-mass MALDI-MS. Although mass discrimination
exists not only when using MCPs but also with ICDs, the
discrimination is reduced a lot. Knowing this allows taking
certain precautions to minimize the extent of mass discrimina-
tion. When the experiment is planned carefully, the discrimi-
nation might be reduced to a level allowing neglecting it.
Conclusions
The relative response factors of protein oligomers and
DARPins with different masses and at different molar ratios
were determined for MALDI-MS experiments. As detector,
an ICD specifically designed for detection of high-mass
molecules was used. We found that the relative response is
influenced by the laser power, the sample composition, and
the ionization efficiency of the sample constituents.
It was not possible to unify all effects found into one
correction factor. Nonetheless, some general guidelines that
might be followed for planning an experiment are presented: (1)
use of a laser power just above the threshold for ion formation
gives the most accurate relative response factor, (2) if possible,
the sample constituents should be as similar as possible to each
other to ensure similar ionization properties, and (3) great excess
of one component over the other should be avoided. Although it
might not be possible to follow these guidelines in every case
(for example, the analyte usually cannot be changed), they help
to reduce the mass discrimination to a great extent and allow
high-mass MALDI-MS measurements that reflect the sample
composition better.
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